Origin of leucine-enkephalin fibers and their two main afferent pathways in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis in the rat.
The destruction of the central amygdaloid nucleus (Ce), which contains a large group of neurons with leucine-enkephalin (L-ENK)-like immunoreactivity (L-ENKI), resulted in a marked ipsilateral reduction of these fibers in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST) suggesting that L-ENKI neurons in the Ce project ipsilaterally to the BST. This was supported by the finding that injection of biotin-wheat germ agglutinin into the BST labeled many neurons in the Ce. Simultaneous staining with antiserum showed that some of these neurons are L-ENKI. The L-ENKI fibers from the Ce reach the BST via two pathways; one from the venral amygdalofugal pathway (VA), which terminate in the ventral subdivision of the BST pars lateralis (BSTL), and the other from the stria terminalis (ST), which terminates in the lateral subdivision of the BSTL, because accumulation of L-ENKI structures appeared in the axons of these two systems on the amygdaloid side, transection or destruction of the ST alone caused only a slight reduction of ENKI fibers in the lateral subdivision of the BSTL ipsilaterally and transection or destruction of VA alone markedly reduced the number of L-ENKI fibers in the ventral subdivision of the ipsilateral BSTL. Thus, the VA L-ENKI fiber system is the major source of L-ENKI fibers in the ventral subdivision, while the ST L-ENKI fiber system is a minor source of the L-ENKI fibers in the lateral subdivision. The presence of an intrinsic L-ENKI system in the BST which may innervate the lateral subdivision was also suggested.